**MUSEUM IN A MINUTE**
**MAKERSPACE: SALTY PORTRAITS**

Street artist VHILS uses unconventional methods and materials in order to carve away portraits of the people that he meets in each city. These portraits give recognition to the everyday people who make each place important. At home, create your own 3 dimensional portraits by combining salt and glue for a unique appearance. Share your final product by tagging @CINCYCAC on Instagram and check out the demo video in our museum in a minute highlight.

**WHAT YOU WILL NEED**
- White glue
- Paper
- Salt
- Tray (optional)
- Watercolor (optional)

1. Lightly draw a portrait on a piece of heavy paper and trace your pencil with glue. If you are feeling bold and want to skip using a pencil and start drawing with glue, go for it!

2. Place your paper in a tray and heavily cover with salt. You can push the salt into the glue a bit too to help it stick into the glue drawing as well.

3. Optional: Drop watercolor into the salt/glue drawing to add some color! Note: Let dry for several hours. Even after drying, your drawing will be fragile.

*Share what you create by tagging @CINCYCAC*